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Origami is rapidly transforming the de-5

sign of robots1,2, deployable structures3–6, and6

metamaterials7–14. However, as foldability re-7

quires a large number of complex compatibility8

conditions that are difficult to satisfy, the design9

of crease patterns is limited to heuristics and com-10

puter optimization. Here we introduce a system-11

atic strategy that enables intuitive and effective12

design of complex crease patterns that are guar-13

anteed to fold. First, we exploit symmetries to14

construct 140 distinct foldable motifs, and repre-15

sent these as jigsaw puzzle pieces. We then show16

that when these pieces are fitted together they en-17

code foldable crease patterns. This maps origami18

design to solving combinatorial problems, which19

allows us to systematically create, count, and clas-20

sify a vast number of crease patterns. We show21

that all these crease patterns are pluripotent—22

capable of folding into multiple shapes—and solve23

exactly for the number of possible shapes for each24

pattern. Finally, we employ our framework to ra-25

tionally design a crease pattern that folds into two26

independently defined target shapes, and fabri-27

cate such pluripotent origami. Our results pro-28

vide physicists, mathematicians and engineers a29

powerful new design strategy.30

Traditional origami is the artistic pursuit of folding31

two-dimensional paper into intricate, three-dimensional32

structures15. In recent years, physicists and engineers33

have leveraged origami as a powerful design tool, lead-34

ing to vigorous activities to capture the physics of fold-35

ing. In particular, origami-based mechanical metamate-36

rials have generated intense interest by displaying exotic37

properties such as reprogrammability8, multistability9,10,38

and topological protection11. Such pursuits typically39

focus on rigid origami, which concerns perfectly stiff40

plates connected by flexible hinges that are agnostic as41

to their mountain-valley (MV) assignment. The absence42

of a presupposed MV pattern opens up the possibil-43

ity of pluripotent origami—crease patterns that can fold44

into multiple 3D target shapes16–19. However, the as-45

sumption of rigid plates leads to complex compatibility46

conditions that make designing foldable patterns notori-47

ously difficult. As a result, many studies are constrained48

to a severely limited set of known solutions, such as49

the Miura-ori3,7,8,12,16,25. Moreover, a design framework50

for systematically obtaining or characterizing pluripotent51

origami is lacking, and the design of crease patterns that52

rigidly fold, let alone into multiple target shapes, remains53

a formidable challenge.54

We address this challenge with symmetry-based groups55

of 4-vertices—i.e., units where four folds (or hinges) sep-56

arated by four plates meet at a point (Fig. 1a). The57

underlying geometry of a 4-vertex is defined by its sector58

angles αj . Folded states are characterized by the fold59

angles ρj,j+1, which are defined by the out of plane de-60

viation between plates j and j+ 1 (Fig. 1a). As the sim-61

plest non-trivial structures that rigidly fold, these ‘atoms’62

of origami form the basis of many well-known crease63

patterns3,9,20,22,23. We generate a group of 4-vertices64

by first selecting four generic sector angles {αj} with65

Σαj = 2π (see the Supplementary Information for a dis-66

cussion of which sector angles are sufficiently generic to67

work with our scheme). We then defining a Base vertex68

with anticlockwise ordered sector angles (denoted Ba),69

a clockwise-ordered ordered copy of this vertex (Bc), a70

supplemented vertex with anticlockwise ordered sector71

angles α′j := π − αj (Sa), and a supplemented-clockwise72

vertex (Sc) (Fig. 1a). The design space we consider con-73

sists of crease patterns made of quadrilateral meshes com-74

posed exclusively from these four vertices (Fig. 1b).75

For such crease patterns to be foldable, each set of ver-76

tices around each quadrilateral plate (i.e., each ‘Kokot-77

sakis mesh’) must satisfy two compatibility conditions.78

Labeling the vertices around a plate as W -Z (Fig. 1b),79

the ‘sum’ condition simply requires that the interior an-80

gles add to 2π, i.e.,81

αW + βX + γY + δZ = 2π . (1)

The assumption of rigidity demands compatible evolu-82

tion of the folding angles of the Kokotsakis mesh25,26.83

Mathematically, this can be captured by considering ‘fold84

operators’, Pj, which for a given vertex map the fold an-85

gles adjacent to sector angle j in an anticlockwise man-86

ner: Pj(ρj−1,j) = ρj,j+1. The demand that the sequen-87

tial execution of operators on the folds around the quadri-88

lateral yields the identity27 leads to the ‘loop’ condition89

(Fig. 1b):90

PZ
δ ·PY

γ ·PX
β ·PW

α = I. (2)

Finding combinations of vertices that satisfy this condi-91

tion is notoriously difficult: foldable Kokotsakis meshes92

have only recently been mathematically classified28, and93

practical approaches for their generation have so far re-94

lied on heavily restricted cases3,20,22, approximations2695

or computer optimization23. However, for our group96

of symmetry-related vertices, the folding operators97
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FIG. 1. Rigidly foldable tiles. a, Group of symmetry-related 4-vertices; color indicates sector angle, and center grey circle
indicates supplementation. Ba: anti-clockwise ordered base vertex with sector angles αj , fold angles ρj,j+1 and folding operators
Pj . Bc: clockwise ordered base vertex, with inverse fold operators. Sa: supplemented vertex with anticlockwise ordered sector
angles α′j := π − αj and negated fold operators. Sc: supplemented-clockwise vertex, with inverse negated operators. b, A
quadrilateral crease pattern (grey lines) composed of 4-vertices (intersections) where four creases meet. A Kokotsakis mesh
(black lines) consists of four vertices grouped around a central quadrilateral plate (yellow). In order for such a mesh to fold,
Eqs. 1 & 2 must be satisfied. c, Example crease pattern for tile A1 with choice of sector angles {αj} = {60◦, 90◦, 135◦, 75◦};
note that a different choice of sector angles results in this same tile so long as the arrangement of the generating vertices around
the central plate is the same. This leaves any given tile with three sector angles (α1, α2, α3) and two crease lengths (l1 and t1)
that can be adjusted. d, Example crease pattern for tile A2. e, Example crease pattern for tile C6

1 . f-h, The folding branches
of A1, A2 and C6

1 , with the folding branch (I or II) of each vertex indicated. Red (blue) lines correspond to mountain (valley)
folds (with the convention that the left-top vertex has one mountain fold). i-k, Jigsaw puzzle piece representation. The colored
rings correspond to the sector angles on the central plate, intruding/extruding notches encode the orientation of each corner
vertex (cusp→plate 1 to 2, triangle→2 to 3, semicircle→3 to 4, square→4 to 1), and grey colouring indicates supplementation.
l, All 140 compatible tiles, grouped by their supplementation patterns 1-8.

are connected by simple inverse and minus relations:98

BcPj =BaP−1j , SaPj = −BaPj , and ScPj = −BaP−1j .99

The simple expressions that relate both the operators and100

the sector angles of Ba, Bc, Sa and Sc allow to trans-101

form the compatibility conditions into to a fully solv-102

able combinatorial problem (see Methods). Out of the103

164 = 65536 possible combinations that can be consid-104

ered by placing one of these vertices in one of its four105

orientations at each corner of a mesh, we obtain 140 dis-106

tinct motifs that are rigidly foldable (see Methods).107

All foldable meshes represent unique combinations of108

the four vertices that we refer to as tiles, with names such109

as A1, B2 and C6
1 (see following paragraphs for naming110

conventions). For example, tile A1 combines four copies111

of the vertex Ba, tile A2 combines four copies of the112

vertex Sa, and the tile C6
1 combines vertices Bc and Sa113

(Fig. 1c-e). Crucially, all tiles are pluripotent and allow114

for two, four, or six independent folding branches (Fig. 1f-115

h—see Methods). This pluripotency arises from the fact116

that all 4-vertices have two independent folding motions9,117

which can be accessed self-consistently in multiple ways118

for each tile. As one can vary the underlying sector angles119

and the horizontal and vertical spacing between vertices,120

each tile corresponds to a five degree-of-freedom family121

of crease patterns (Fig. 1c).122

Tiles can be placed adjacent to encode larger foldable123
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FIG. 2. Jigsaw origami tilings. a, A-tiling and correspond-
ing Huffman crease pattern22. b, C-tiling and corresponding
Barreto’s MARS crease pattern9,20. c-d, F -tilings and corre-
sponding trapezoidal crease patterns. e, A seed column and
row of prototiles. f, The remaining prototiles in the bulk can
be uniquely filled in. g, Assigning one of two possible supple-
mentation patterns. h, Periodic 4 × 4 class 1 tiling. i-j, By
choosing sector angles and adjusting crease lengths (tk and
lk), crease patterns generated from the tiling in panel h can
be aperiodic (i) or periodic (j).

structures if and only if their shared vertices are consis-124

tently defined. We implement this condition by repre-125

senting tiles as jigsaw-shaped ‘puzzle pieces’, where the126

orientations and types of constituent vertices are repre-127

sented by jigsaw edges and colored arcs and circles. Im-128

portantly, this representation is independent of the gen-129

erating angles {αj}—the puzzle pieces capture the sym-130

metry relationships, not the particular geometry. Con-131

sistency between pieces is then precisely equivalent to de-132

manding that their notches and supplementations match133

(Fig. 1i-l—see Methods). Based on this intuitive rule134

one can immediately begin designing foldable crease pat-135

terns. Remarkably, many of the most widely-known and136

intensely studied patterns casually emerge. For exam-137

ple, fitting A tiles creates the Huffman crease pattern22,138

combining C tiles yields a generalization of the ubiqui-139

tous Miura-ori3 known as Barreto’s Mars pattern20, and140

combining F tiles yields lesser known trapezoidal pat-141

terns (Fig. 2a-d). Such crease patterns are also inher-142

ently pluripotent, and the multiplicity of their branches143

is exactly countable (see Table I for expressions and144

the Supplementary Information for exact counting argu-145

ments). For example, the Huffman pattern features two146

folding branches regardless of its m × n size21, whereas147

the number of branches in the Mars pattern grows as148

2m+1 + 2n+1 − 2. In Supplementary Movies 1 & 2, we149

physically fold all 14 branches of a 3D printed, 3 × 3150

tiling (additional details in Supplementary Information).151

We note that our branch counting argument requires the152

base vertex to not be collinear; in particular, counting153

the branches of the Miura-ori pattern, where all vertices154

are collinear, is a much more complex problem16.155

Beyond these elementary examples, we have devised156

a procedure to systematically create all possible m × n157

tilings. This begins by representing each tile as a combi-158

nation of one of 34 ‘prototiles’ (A−K2), which encode the159

orientation and handedness of each vertex, and one of 8160

supplementation patterns that encode the supplementa-161

tion. This representation underlies the super/subscripts162

of our tiles; for example C6
1 combines prototile C1 and163

supplementation pattern 6. We group prototilings into164

four classes (1 − 4), such that within each class, three165

prototiles placed into an L-shape admit a unique fourth166

fitting prototile. We refer to this as the triplet comple-167

tion rule, which provides the key simplification in the168

construction and enumeration of prototilings. In each169

class, at least one prototile out of a subset of ‘necessary’170

prototiles has to be present; in addition, some classes con-171

tain a group of ‘optional’ prototiles, which may or may172

not be present. Each prototile is a necessary prototile in173

precisely one class (Table I).174

The possible number of prototilings in each class fol-175

low from the combinatorics of planting at most one ‘seed’176

row and one ‘seed’ column, since these uniquely define177

the bulk due to triplet completion. For class 1, the seed178

row and column can be chosen independently; for class 2,179

only one periodic prototiling exists (up to permutations);180

for class 3 and 4, either a seed row or seed column can be181

freely chosen. Working out the combinatorics, we obtain182

exact expressions for the number of m × n prototilings,183

Np (Table. I; note class 4 counting is slightly more com-184

plicated and depends on the even/oddness of the number185

of rows/columns, as we explain in the Supplementary In-186

formation). To extend this counting to tilings, we enu-187

merate the number of allowed supplementation patterns,188

Ns, that are compatible with each prototiling. Our exact189

counting argument for the number of tilings is applicable190

when the base vertex is not collinear, not flat-foldable,191

and does not have an equal pair of opposing angles (see192

Supplementary Information). We find that in all classes193

the number of tilings, given by the product of Np and Ns,194

grows exponentially with (linear) system size (Table I),195

and in total already exceeds 2 million for all 4×4 tilings.196

We illustrate our design procedure for class 1 crease197

patterns, which are based on A, B, C and F tiles. First,198
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we design one seed column and one seed row of prototiles199

(Fig. 2e); second we fill in the bulk (Fig. 2f); third, we200

assign a compatible supplementation pattern (Fig. 2g).201

The seed column and row determine whether these tilings202

are periodic or aperiodic (Fig. 2g-h). To translate tilings203

to crease patterns, we pick one set of generating sector204

angles, and then the linear dimensions of each seed row205

and column. Each m×n tiling therefore corresponds to a206

family of crease patterns with (m+n+ 3) independently207

tunable parameters. Choosing generic crease dimensions208

for a periodic tiling will yield an aperiodic crease pattern209

(Fig. 2i), but optimized dimensions can yield periodic210

crease patterns (Fig. 2j). This illustrates that first de-211

signing tilings and then choosing sector angles and linear212

dimensions opens up a vast design space.213

To illustrate the combinatorics that underlies the de-214

sign of class 1 tilings, we choose one of two possible sup-215

plementation patterns by focussing on A2 tiles and as-216

sume without loss of generality that these are rotated217

upright or upside-down. We then summarize the poten-218

tial juxtapositions of class 1 tiles in adjacency diagrams219

(Fig. 3a). These adjacencies stipulate that: (i) A and B220

strips need to be separated by an F patch of odd length;221

(ii) An F strip of even length separates either two A,222

or two B strips. Using these rules, we can systemat-223

ically construct 2m+1 seed rows of length m and 2n+1
224

seed columns of length n, where each row and column225

either have one or more necessary A or B tiles (and no C226

tiles), or have C tiles (but not A or B tiles); these seed227

columns and rows span the full space of class 1 tilings.228

(Similar adjacency diagrams can be constructed for the229

other classes and underly our counting procedures; see230

Methods and Supplementary Information.)231

Naturally, the choice of seed rows and columns must232

also determine the ultimate folded shape(s). To demon-233

strate how, we consider an 11-tile strip consisting of234

patches of A, B and F tiles, and vertically extend this235

to an 11 × 6 tiling (Fig. 3b). The corresponding crease236

pattern admits two folding branches (Fig. 3c-d). In the237

first, the horizontal folds are all valleys while the verti-238

cal folds alternate between mountain and valley, leading239

to a cylindrical folded shape (Fig. 3e). In the second,240

the horizontal folds alternate, while the vertical folds are241

all valleys in A patches, mountains in B patches, and242

alternating mountains and valleys in F patches, leading243

to a folded state that, when viewed edge on, juxtaposes244

negative, positive and zero curvature in the A, B and F245

patches, respectively (Fig. 3f). This illustrates that the246

sign of the curvature in the folded shapes is encoded by247

the seed rows and columns.248

We can harness this link between tile choice and curva-249

ture to design a single crease patterns that folds into two250

target shapes. To demonstrate this for two shapes involv-251

ing markedly distinct curvatures, we choose the Greek252

letters α and ω. Working once more with class 1 tiles,253

we embed the curvatures for these symbols along the left-254

most seed column and upper seed row of a 36x36 tiling255

(Fig. 3g-h). By adjusting the crease lengths to modify256

the magnitude of the local curvature and avoid intersec-257

tions in the flat crease pattern, we constructed a crease258

pattern whose two folded states closely approximate our259

desired shapes (Fig. 3i-j; to see this simulated pattern260

rigidly folding between the two shapes, see Supplemen-261

tary Movie 3, and for more details see Methods). We note262

that here we use a base vertex that is flat foldable, as we263

observed that crease patterns based on generic vertices264

form 3D folded shapes which can exhibit ‘torsion’ when265

viewed edge on. To realize a physical manifestation, we266

laser-score two 50 cm x 60 cm x 0.20 mm Mylar sheets267

with this same pattern and manually fold them, pinching268

each crease according to the corresponding MV designa-269

tion. The folded specimens closely match the simulated270

shapes, fleshing out the notion of tiling-based design of271

pluripotent origami (Fig. 3k-l).272

Exploiting symmetries to ensure foldability, our ap-273

proach can be easily implemented by scientists, engineers274

and designers alike, with potential applications in me-275

chanical metamaterials, robotics, and deployable struc-276

tures. Particularly for the case of metamaterials, our277

work opens the door to creating systems that are far more278

complex than standard patterns such as the Miura-ori,279

involving for example multi-vertex unit cells or globally280

disordered patterns. Our method encompasses restricted281

tiling problems for (existing) crease patterns with ad-282

ditional relations between the sector angles of the base283

vertex, such as flat foldability3,18,29. While we have pre-284

sented an intuitive design approach, it is possible a more285

rigorous computational framework could be incorporated286

to design complex target shapes30. Our results provide287

starting point for constructing and designing non-rigid288

and multi-stable folding structures8,10.289

METHODS290

4-Vertices291

A 4-vertex consists of four rigid plates connected by292

four flexible hinges that meet in a central point. In all293

cases, we consider sector angles that add to 2π, with294

each angle < π. In origami, one often encounters non-295

generic vertices, where the sector angles are related in296

some manner18. In our work we need to consider three297

types of such non-generic vertices: collinear vertices, for298

which αj + αj+1 = π for at least two values of j, flat-299

foldable vertices for which αj + αj+2 = π for all j, and300

vertices that have an opposing pair of sector angles equal301

(αj = αj+2 for a least one value of j). We note in passing302

that the Miuri-ori fold is both collinear and flat-foldable,303

and thus highly non-generic.304

All our results are immediately applicable to generic305

vertices, that we define as not collinear, not flat-foldable,306
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FIG. 3. Rational design of pluripotent crease patterns. a Adjacencies in class 1 patterns. The purple lines connect
pairs of tiles that can be joined along the indicated edge; the grey box indicates a periodic boundary. b A 1×11 row combining
A, B and F -strips forms a tiling when extended with alternating periodic rows. c,d Corresponding crease pattern using a base
vertex of αj = 60◦, 75◦, 120◦, 105◦ and folding branches with mountains (valleys) colored red (blue). (Note that the special
choice of a flat-foldable sector base vertex does not affect the branching or folding behavior relevant to the construction of the
tilings/crease patterns shown in this figure—see Supplementary Information for a detailed discussion of this point.) e,f Folded
states according to the branches shown in (b-c). g,h Independent design of a row and column leads to a 36× 36 tiling (37× 37
vertices) that is programmed to fold into either (i) the letter α, or (j) the letter ω. The purple/beige colouring indicates A and
B tiles, which are important for the curvature. k,l Mylar sheet, laser scored with the crease pattern shown in h and folded into
3D shapes—the 5 euro cent coin (diameter 21.3 mm) indicates the scale. The rigid-folding simulations and images for panels
e,f,i,j were produced with the Rigid Origami Simulator by T. Tachi23.

and without pairs of equal opposing sector angles. How-307

ever, many of our results require weaker restrictions. In308

particular, our results for the number of folding branches309

only requires the vertices not to be collinear; our tiling310

creation remains valid for non-generic tilings, but the311

counting of the number of tilings in a class may be af-312

fected by all non-genericities. For details, see the Sup-313

plementary Information.314

The folded configurations are characterized by the fold-315

ing angles ρj,j+1, defined as the deviation from in-plane316

alignment between adjacent plates j and j+1 (modulo 4).317

A folded generic 4-vertex always has one fold whose fold-318

ing angle is opposite in sign from the others9,18,22. We319

call the two folds that are capable of having the oppo-320

site sign unique folds, and these folds straddle a common321

unique plate9,18. Without loss of generality we define322

our sector angles such that ρ41 and ρ12 are the unique323

folds, with plate 1 the unique plate. This is equivalent324

to demanding that9,18:325

α1 + α2 <α3 + α4 , (3)

α4 + α1 <α2 + α3 . (4)

Vertices can be flipped ‘upside-down’, and to break this326

symmetry we assume for the base vertex (without loss of327

generality)18:328

α2 > α4 . (5)

The two branches, together with the {ρj,j+1} ↔329
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{−ρj,j+1} symmetry, yield four distinct mountain-valley330

patterns for vertex Ba (Suppl. Fig. 1a). We denote the331

folding branches where ρ41 or ρ12 has the opposite sign332

as branches I and II, respectively. For the supplemented333

vertices Sa and Sc, for which we have α′j = π − αj , in-334

equalities equivalent to Eqs. (3-4) specify that α3 is the335

unique plate (Suppl. Fig. 1b)9.336

Folding operators: On a given branch, 4-vertices have337

one continuous degree of freedom, and it is therefore pos-338

sible to determine operators (functions) that map the339

value of any given fold to any other. For the vertex340

Ba, we define the folding operators, BaPI,II
j , which map341

the fold angles adjacent to plate j in an anticlockwise342

manner: BaPI,II
j (ρj−1,j) = ρj,j+1 (Suppl. Fig. 1c). The343

superscripts I and II reflect the fact that these opera-344

tors are different for each branch of the vertex, but to345

avoid clutter we suppress these when possible. Explicit346

expressions for these operators can be readily derived,347

which shows that they are bijective and anti-symmetric:348

Pj(−ρ) = −Pj(ρ) (see Supplementary Information). As349

the mirrored vertex Bc interchanges clockwise and an-350

ticlockwise orientations, it follows that BcPj =Ba P−1j .351

In addition, it can be shown that Saρj = −Baρj , and352

Scρj = Saρ−1j = −Baρ−1j (Suppl. Fig. 1c). These ex-353

pressions can be derived from the explicit expressions for354

the folding operators, and have an elegant interpretation355

in terms of spherical mechanisms (see Supplementary In-356

formation).357

Tiles358

Constructing Tiles: To obtain foldable multi-vertex359

structures, we imagine placing one of the vertices, Ba,360

Bc, Sa, or Sc, in one of its four orientations, at each361

corner W-Z of a quadrilateral (Suppl. Fig. 1d), resulting362

in 65536 candidate meshes. The candidate meshes are363

only foldable when they satisfy two compatibility con-364

ditions. First, the angles around the central plate must365

obey the ‘sum condition’:366

αW + βX + γY + δZ = 2π . (6)

Second, the sequential execution of operators around the367

central plate must yield the identity operation. This368

leads to the non-linear ‘loop condition’ expressed as an369

identity of the ‘operator quad’:370

PZ
δ ·PY

γ ·PX
β ·PW

α = I, (7)

By checking these compatibility conditions we find that371

544 of the 65536 candidates rigidly fold. Several of372

these are related by tile rotations, leaving the 140 dis-373

tinct tiles corresponding to Fig. 1 of the main paper. In374

Suppl. Fig. 2, we show real space versions of these tiles375

for a particular choice of generating sector angles.376

Representation: We represent foldable Kokotsakis377

meshes, regardless of their generating angles {αi}, with378

puzzle pieces that encode all relevant information inde-379

pendent of the generating angles. White circles indicate380

unsupplemented vertices (Ba & Bc), grey circles indi-381

cate supplemented vertices (Sa & Sc). Notches pointing382

from plate j to j + 1 distinguish between anti-clockwise383

ordered vertices (Ba & Sa) and clockwise vertices (Bc &384

Sc). The shape of the notches encodes the corresponding385

fold angles: cusp→ρ12, triangle→ρ23, semicircle→ρ34,386

square→ρ41. The coloured rings, which correspond to the387

sector angles on the central plate, also encode orientation388

and aid visualization. The combination of white/grey cir-389

cles and notches completely specifies each of the 65536390

candidate meshes. Finally, we note that tiles that have391

a geometric fit and matching grey/white colouring con-392

sistently define their shared vertices, which turns crease393

pattern design into solving a tiling problem.394

Prototiles: Here we explain the rationale behind the395

prototile representation. First, the only combinations of396

generic sector angles {αj} that add up to 2π (i.e., sat-397

isfy the sum rule) are permutations of {α1, α2, α3, α4},398

{α′1, α′2, α′3, α′4}, and {αj , α′j , αk, α′k}, where j = k is399

allowed. In all such combinations, the number of sup-400

plementations per tile is even. However, an even num-401

ber of supplementations does not change the operator402

quad, as (−1)2 = 1 and all operators are anti-symmetric.403

Therefore one can determine all compatible tiles by first404

establishing all ‘primitive’ operator quads which com-405

bine ρ and ρ−1 to satisfy the loop condition, and then406

applying appropriate pairs of permitted supplementa-407

tions. The prototile representation therefore delineates408

between vertex type and orientation with supplemen-409

tation (Suppl. Fig. 3). We find that there are 34 of410

these prototile combinations of primitive operators P and411

P−1 that (up to cyclic permutations) satisfy the loop412

rule. These can be further organized into 11 groups (re-413

sponsible for the A-K lettering and subscripts) as deter-414

mined by the form of the operator quads (Suppl. Table415

1; Suppl. Fig. 3a).416

Each prototile allows two, four or six supplementation417

patterns, labeled 1–8 (and responsible for superscripts in418

our names—see Suppl. Fig. 3b). The number of prototiles419

per group, np, the number of supplementation patterns420

per prototile, ns, the number of tiles per group, nt, and421

the number of operator quads per group, nq, as well as422

the allowed supplementation patterns within each group423

are summarized in Table I.424

Folding branches:. Each tile can be folded along multi-425

ple branches. Explicitly denoting the branch for the fold-426

ing operators, we can determine the number of branches427

for a given tile by counting the number of combinations428

of I and II labels in the operator quads that lead to iden-429

tities. All tiles allow for at least two folding branches,430

where all vertices are on either branch I or branch II,431

but some tiles further allow for four or six branches. We432
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explicitly present the possible branches for all tiles in the433

Supplementary Information.434

Further considering the patterns that emerge in count-435

ing tile branches, we see that the numbers two, four, or436

six arise because we can organize all operator quads into437

three groups. First, for tiles {A,B}, all operators need438

to be on the same folding branch, yielding two different439

folding branches. Second, the operator quad of the Ck-440

prototiles, ρk
I,II ·(ρkI,II)−1 ·ρkI,II ·(ρkI,II)−1, yields iden-441

tity when adjacent pairs of operators are on the same442

branch (e.g., {I,I,II,II}, {II,I,I,II}, {I,I,I,I}, etc., yielding443

six branches). Third, all other tiles contain pairs of dis-444

tinct operators, and as both pairs need to be on the same445

branch, this yields four folding branches (Suppl. Fig. 3).446

Solving of combinatorial problems447

Using the classification, supplementation patterns, and448

folding branches of individual (proto)tiles, we have de-449

termined the number of m × n prototilings, and for450

each, the number of supplementation patterns and fold-451

ing branches, by solving a slew of combinatorial tiling452

problems. A full explanation of our approach can be453

found in the Supplementary Information, but here we454

lay out the main steps of our arguments.455

Tiling Classes: We have found that it is possible to456

group prototiles into four classes based on considering457

whether an L-shaped triplet of prototiles admits a fourth458

compatible prototile (Suppl. Fig. 4a). The fourth pro-459

totile consists of four vertices, three of which are di-460

rectly specified by the prototile triplet, and the fourth461

of which follows (up to supplementation) from the sum462

rule and observation that each compatible tile has an463

even number of clockwise ordered vertices. If the fourth464

prototile does not occur within the set of 34 compatible465

prototiles, the triplet of prototiles are not in the same466

class (Suppl. Fig. 4b). If the fourth prototile is one of467

the 34 compatible prototiles, all four prototiles are in the468

same class (Suppl. Fig. 4c).469

We note that as the number of supplementations470

per tile is even, the supplementation patterns also sat-471

isfy triplet completion, and consequently, tiles can be472

grouped in four classes and also satisfy triplet completion.473

Finally we note that we put C tiles in a separate class 2,474

even though these are optional tiles in all other classes.475

Similarly, D and J tiles (class 4) appear as optional tiles476

in class 3. The reason for this is that we recognize that477

the counting of the number of supplementation patterns478

or branches is easier within the four classes we define.479

Counting prototilings: To calculate the number of480

m×n prototilings, Np, in each class, we determine which481

pairs of necessary and optional prototiles can be fitted to-482

gether, leading to ‘connection numbers’ for each edge of483

each prototile. In all classes, we find that the numbers484

of potential fits at the north/south side and east/west485

sides of each prototile are equal, which means that these486

connection numbers are preserved in rows and columns.487

The combination of triplet completion and the conserva-488

tion of connection numbers greatly simplifies the explicit489

construction of all m×n prototilings: triplet completion490

implies that we, at most, need to construct one seed row491

and one seed column to uniquely determine each pro-492

totiling, and the conservation of connection number fa-493

cilitates the construction of these rows and columns. The494

only remaining problem is the placement of necessary and495

optional prototiles, but this turns out to be solvable (in496

different ways) for each class, once one realizes that the497

orientation of prototiles (i.e., 90◦ rotations) needs to be498

considered. Summing over all allowed placements and499

orientations and then constructing the number of corre-500

sponding edge columns and rows allows us to obtain exact501

expressions for Np in each class. In the Supplementary502

Information, we derive all expressions in full detail.503

Counting supplementation patterns: To calculate Ns,504

the number of supplementation patterns for m × n pro-505

totilings in each class, we focus on vertices rather than506

tiles. This transforms the counting of supplementation507

patterns to a relatively simple two-colouring problem,508

where we designate each vertex as supplemented or not,509

subject to the constraints set by the allowed supplemen-510

tation patterns of each prototile (Suppl. Fig. 3). We find511

that class 1 tilings admit two supplementation patterns,512

irrespective of size, while for tilings in the other classes513

the number of supplementation patterns grows exponen-514

tially with system size.515

Counting tilings: The results for the number of pro-516

totilings, Np, and the number of allowed supplementa-517

tion patterns, Ns, can be multiplied to obtain the num-518

ber of possible m × n tilings in each class. As shown519

in Table 1 of the main paper, this leads to complicated520

yet tractable expressions. An important byproduct of521

solving the technical details of the counting is obtaining522

practical procedures to explicitly construct tilings in each523

class. We demonstrate this below in the context of class524

1 patterns.525

Counting the number of branches: To calculate Nb, the526

number of folding branches for m×n tilings in each class,527

we first note that while the MV pattern depends on the528

supplementation, the assignment of branches I or II to529

each vertex are independent from the supplementation.530

In fact, vertices can be ‘coloured’ as branch I or II in531

an analogous way to supplementation. Hence, counting532

branches is again a two-colouring problem, where we now533

assign each vertex in a prototiling to be on branch I or II,534

subjected to constraints set by the allowed branch pat-535

terns of each prototile (Suppl. Fig. 3). We find that class536

1 tilings admit two branches, irrespective of size, while537

for tilings in the other classes, the number of branches538

grows exponentially with system size (For exact expres-539

sions, see Table 1 of the main text; for exact counting see540

the Supplementary Information.)541
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Design of class 1 crease patterns542

In the main text we consider a tiling specified by a row543

consisting of 3 × 1 A, B and F patches, and columns544

consisting of A, B or F tiles only (Fig. 3 of the main545

text). Here we consider a more complex tiling, where the546

top row and left column consist of 3×1, respectively 1×3,547

strip of A, B and F tiles, leading to a tiling consisting548

of 3 × 3 patches of A, B, F and C tiles (Suppl. Fig. 5).549

The tiles in the interior follow from the tiles in the top550

row and left column; for example, C tiles are located551

wherever we find F tiles on the top row and left column.552

The two folding branches of class 1 patterns follow553

from fixing all vertices on branch I or branch II (see Sup-554

plementary Information). To determine the correspond-555

ing mountain-valley (MV) patterns, we first summarize556

the MV patterns for each tile, and from this determine557

the MV patterns for each of the respective A, B, F and558

C patches (Suppl. Fig. 6a-c). Combining these, we can559

construct the two distinct MV patterns of the complex560

tiling (Suppl. Fig. 6d-e). For folding branch I, the hor-561

izontal folds have a single value along a connected line562

of folds: valleys for patches 1-3, alternating valleys and563

mountains for patches 4-6, and mountains for patches 7-9564

(Suppl. Fig. 6d-e). The vertical folds alternate and do not565

lead to any overall curvature. Hence, once folded, the top566

and bottom patches exhibit opposite curvatures, while567

the middle patch forms a corrugated sheet that is flat at568

large scales—the precise curvature pattern is thus set by569

the left column. For folding branch II, the curvature pat-570

tern is set by the top row: the vertical folds are valleys in571

patches 1, 4 and 7, alternating valleys and mountains for572

patches 2, 5 and 8, and mountains for patches 3, 5 and573

9. This illustrates that the patterns of A, F and B tiles574

in the top row and left column can be used to arbitrarily575

control two independent curvature patterns for the two576

folding branches of the corresponding crease patterns.577

Rational design: While the sign of the curvature is578

directly controlled by the tilings, the magnitude can be579

controlled by the ‘concentration’ of A and B tiles in a580

background of F tiles, and by the linear spacing associ-581

ated with each tile. This allows the straightforward de-582

sign of crease patterns that fold into complex, targeted583

curvature patterns. Using these principles, the design of584

tilings and corresponding crease patterns that fold into585

two independently defined shapes is straightforward (see586

Fig. 3 main text).587

Owing to our conventions for defining the ordering and588

orientation of the base vertex Ba, the qualitative behav-589

iors described in the previous paragraph are independent590

of any generic choice of generating angles. Nonethe-591

less, there are some practical considerations in choos-592

ing these. We use two sets of sector angles {αj} in593

our crease patterns. Most cases correspond to {αj} =594

{60◦, 90◦, 135◦, 75◦} which is a generic vertex (not flat-595

foldable) following the conventions Eq. (3-5). For the596

design of the β-crease pattern and the α−ω crease pat-597

tern, we choose {αj} = {60◦, 105◦, 120◦, 75◦} which is598

flat-foldable29 (α1 + α3 = α2 + α4). While our designs599

also work for generic vertices, self-intersecting (‘bowtie’)600

quadrilaterals are harder to avoid there. The linear601

crease dimensions are chosen such that vertices are rea-602

sonably spaced, without self-intersections of creases—for603

finite patterns, this is always possible. Finally we note604

that an m×n tiling determines an m+1×n+1 vertex pat-605

tern. Edges to these patterns are in principle arbitrary;606

we defined the truncated vertex shapes at the edge by607

extending the tilings with additional rows and columns.608

Sample fabrication609

To create the folded specimen in Fig. 3 of the main610

text, we laser score two 50 cm by 60 cm Mylar sheets611

with a thickness of 0.2 mm. We program the laser cut-612

ter to burn the crease pattern 0.1 mm deep into the613

sheet, where all cuts are on one side, to make the sheet614

more easily bent along the locations of the folds. We615

then draw the crease patterns onto both sheets with per-616

manent marker. After manipulating all folds, we can617

then fold the two sheets into their final shapes, shown in618

Fig. 3i-j of the main text. The scored lines on the sheet619

correspond exactly to the crease pattern in Fig. 3f except620

with one edge of plates corresponding to the edge of the621

‘omega’ side deleted, resulting in 37 × 38-plate pattern.622

This is done in consideration of the fact that edges of the623

pattern can be extended or retracted with no effect on624

the foldability and minimal effect on the shape.625
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Class Necessary Prototiles Optional Prototiles # Prototilings (Np) # Sup.Patterns (Ns) # Branches (Nb)

1 {A,B} {Ck, Fk} 8(2m−1)(2n−1) 2 2

2 {Ck} - 8 2m+1+2n+1−2 2m+1+2n+1−2

3† {Ek, Fk, Gk, Hk, Ik,Kk} {Ck, Dk, Jk} 8(8n−3n) 2n+1 2n+1

4-1 (m even)† {Dk, Jk} {Ck} 8(3n +1−2n+1) 2n+1 2n+1

4-1 (m odd)† {Dk, Jk} {Ck} 8(3n +1−2n+1) 2n+1 2n+1

4-2 (m even)† {Dk, Jk} {Ck} 16(2n − 1) 2n+1− 2+ 2
m+2

2 2n+1

4-3 (m odd)† {Dk, Jk} {Ck} 8(2n − 1) 2n+1− 2+ 2
m+3

2 2n+1

4-4 (m odd)† {Dk, Jk} {Ck} 8(2n − 1) 2n+1− 2+ 2
m+1

2 2n+1

TABLE I. Classification, counting and combinatorics. Necessary and optional prototiles for each class, as well as the
number of m× n prototilings, Np, number of associated supplementation patterns, Ns, and number of branches, Nb.

†Tilings
in classes 3-4 are either row-specified or column specified. Expressions are for row-specified tilings; expressions for column-
specified tilings follow by m↔ n. The subclasses of class 4 depend on the occurrence of J tiles in odd and even columns. For
subclass 4-1, J tiles are present in all columns, for the other subclasses, J tiles are present in alternating columns. Subclass 4-2
corresponds to even m, where J prototiles occur in either the leftmost or rightmost column; subclass 4-3 and 4-4 correspond
to odd m, with J prototiles occurring in neither the leftmost nor rightmost column (subclass 4-3) or in both these columns
(subclass 4-4). For details, see Supplementary Information.
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